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intRoduCtion

denis Frederic neil peploe was born on 25th March 1914 in 
edinburgh. He was the second son of samuel John peploe and 
his wife Margaret (née Mackay), a brother for Willy, who had 
been born in august 1910, in royan. His earliest memory was 
being held up to the window at night at the back of the family 
flat in the new Town to see a hostile Zeppelin dropping bombs 
onto leith during a unique raid made in april 1916, which cost 
11 lives. The boys lived with their parents in a first floor flat at 
13 india street and went to school at The edinburgh academy 
at the foot of the new Town and both thrived, Willy going up 
to oxford to study History at Magdalen. denis was equally 
academically bright, but thrived also on the sporting field, 
excelling at cricket, rugby and golf. in the art department aC 
dodds (the one-armed inspiration for the art-master in the Prime 
of Miss Jean Brodie) was lenient with the tawse and encouraged 
peploe junior in his ambitions to become a painter. The family 
was devoted and close, sam being capable of great fun: “daddy, 
be funny” came the request and sam would respond with the 
continuing adventures of Mr Macnapicnic, or skilled mimicry 
that would have been a surprise to any outside his close circle 
that saw an austere and intensely shy man. sam’s studio was 
always separate; a morning walk for the artist through the new 
Town, and the boys would seldom have cause to visit their 
father ‘at work’. school holidays were to iona, or to join their 
parents in the south of France and everywhere there persisted 
an atmosphere of intellectual curiosity, talk of art, music and 
literature and the adult company of artist family friends like 
Bunty Cadell, William Macdonald and Beatrice Huntington, 
louie and aG sinclair. Their uncle WW peploe was part of a 
literary salon which included andre raffalovich and John Gray, 
(the original inspiration for Wilde’s eponymous dorian) where 
the boys were welcome, while Jd Fergusson and Margaret 
Morris were infrequent but significant visitors. 

at seventeen he enrolled at the edinburgh College of art 
in the same year as Wilhelmina Barns-Graham and Margaret 
Mellis and took to College life, fulfilling early promise to win 
post-diploma scholarships to paris and Florence after which 
he travelled extensively in spain, italy and Yugoslavia. a press 
cutting records an ‘official’ College expedition to look for the 

denis Peploe, c.1918

Sam and denis at Cassis, 1924
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loch ness Monster and two ‘sightings’ (observed at night by 
spotlight rigged in Urquhart Castle) over a week in January 1934 
which resulted in a conclusion that the monster was in fact 
a walrus but which engendered a lifetime of belief that there 
was something there. He was only 21 when his father died, too 
young at sixty-four; how they would have enjoyed a long, adult 
relationship of equality and mutual respect. in later interviews 
he was reticent about any comparisons with his father but 
admitted a strong influence in his example. For both art was 
a vocation, and mattered. He recalled carrying his father’s 
painting kit on iona and helping wash brushes at the end of the 
day and sam certainly encouraged his precocious talent and 
aspirations to go to The College and become a painter. 

in spain he witnessed political turmoil turn to War and 
before he had had a first one-man show europe was at war 
again and the young painter found himself in uniform. This was 
not before he accepted and completed a monumental mural 
painting, unveiled in the Heriot Watt College Common room 
on 15th december 1939 (p.122). a commemorative brochure 
described the artist as an andrew Grant Fellow of the College, 
although by then he had already completed his teaching diploma 
at Moray House and was a professional member of the ssa 
(society of scottish artists). Mural painting was an important 
part of art education and the monumental oil painting was on 
canvas with a wax medium, fixed to the wall by marouflage. it 
depicted the occult scientist paracelsus (1490-1541) with his 
disciples in a decorative, Tyrolean landscape peopled with 
alchemists, scribes and diviners which owes something to the 
italian primitives as well as picasso and stanley spencer.

He was also on iona in the summer of 1939 before walking 
from edinburgh to london, and finding a studio. Willy peploe 
was by then working for duncan Macdonald at reid & lefevre 
and there was plenty of advice and assistance for the charming 
young painter arriving in the capital. alas all changed for 
everyone and forever with War and denis joined an anti-aircraft 
Brigade of the royal artillery. He began as an enlisted soldier 
but moved rapidly to a commando unit and in the summer 
of 1942 he was fortunate to avoid the disastrous dieppe raid 
being instead back in edinburgh convalescing after breaking 
his hand in a motor-cycle accident. He finished as a Captain 
in soe (special operations executive) the forerunner to 
Mi6, created by Churchill to “set europe ablaze”. He recalled 
one duty when he was required to shoot anyone who made a  
false move when the King visited allied Headquarters in Miss Banks, Willy and denis Peploe, c.1939

Sam and denis Peploe, Edinburgh, c.1935

denis Peploe, Florence, c.1938
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algiers to inspect agents ready to be dropped into the southern  
Theatre in June 1943. in 1942 he submitted an earlier picture 
(probably a self-portrait) to the rsa annual exhibition with his 
address recorded as: intelligence Corps, c/o aitken dott & son, 
26 s. Castle street, edinburgh. it was bought by his mother! 
at Ve day he could have stayed on in ‘The service’ but instead 
returned to edinburgh to pick up his brushes. perhaps not 
surprisingly, as he started to paint again, it was to the north-West 
of scotland he was drawn. His father had written to Cadell, who 
was convalescing in France in 1917, of how when the War was 
over they must go to iona, to find their innocence again. For the 
younger peploe the wilderness of Knoidart and applecross had 
an appeal to the war-weary soul and the West Highlands was 
to become his most important subject. no surprise either that 
his first exhibition, in June 1947, was with The scottish Gallery. 
The forty exhibited works included the human figure and still 
life (often unconventional like Skulls and Volcano or Moon Wine 
and Melon, which clearly acknowledge the prevailing surrealism 
of the time.) His landscapes represented Wester-ross and 
Kirkcudbright, another of his father’s favourite locations and 
a few pictures from Brittany, where he recalled lying in the sun 
on a headland working his way through a bunch of bananas, an 
unheard of luxury! This was the territory he was to investigate 
for the rest of his life. The critical reception was very positive, 
one paper recording: “i cannot remember any young artist 
getting such notices for a first exhibition. The Scotsman critic 
wrote of “the great richness and vigour of the work”; the Glasgow 
Herald said he was “an artist born fully armed”; and the Bulletin 
critic wrote “the general impression of the exhibition is that we 
have in denis peploe a vital and adventurous painter”.

sales were also positive with Jack Blyth of Kirkcaldy (most 
of whose collection of nearly three hundred works including 
eighty-four sJ peploes went to the local museum in 1964) adding 
a denis peploe and letting it be known. He showed again the 
next year and had his first london show with the prestigious 
Hazlitt Gallery in 1952. He showed at annan in Glasgow the 
following year and with The scottish Gallery again in 1954. This 
was an outpouring of work after the frustration of six years of 
active service; life opened up for peploe. He had a new studio in 
Church lane, the art master’s position at Fettes College, a circle 
of friends who included artists and poets and the possibility of 
travel. one friend, dr John Guthrie and his wife Vivien, herself 
the daughter of the painter John duncan, moved to Kyrenia in 
northern Cyprus and peploe made an extended trip in 1951 as 

denis Peploe, c.1936. 
Photograph by Wilhelmina Barns-Graham

denis Peploe, c.1945

denis Peploe at Jon naar’s Wedding,  
Caserta, 1946
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evidenced by work in his exhibitions in the early fifties. He also 
returned to spain in 1950, to san Felieu and then peniscola in 
1955 and with his wife elizabeth on an extended honeymoon 
based in Cuenca in 1957. like his father he adapted his technique 
in response to different subjects. His technical approach 
however was always vigorous: a direct, physical response to his 
subject and it is no surprise that he was, like many oil painters, a 
considerable sculptor. in 1954 he was commissioned by samuel 
Cameron (1878-1959), professor of Midwifery at Glasgow 
University to model a sculpture to be cast in bronze for the 
opening of the William smellie Memorial Hospital in lanark, 
unveiled by dr TJ Honeyman in august that year. He made 
several heads, including one of his daughter lucy (p.55) and his 
friend the poet and playwright sydney Goodsir smith (p.61), a 
commission for the poet’s famous father the pathologist and 
forensic scientist sir sydney alfred smith. after the War peploe 
picked up his friendship with Goodsir smith who had written 
a poem in March 1939 For denis Peploe, published in his first 
collection Skail Wind in 1941. peploe collaborated with Goodsir 
smith several times, illustrating his book of poems, the deel’s 
Waltz in 1946 and a year later painted his portrait, now in the 
collection of the scottish national portrait Gallery. 

peploe was also a regular in the poet’s pub, Milne’s Bar, 
becoming a contributor to the milieu which included the 
poets Hugh Macdiarmid, sorley Mclean and norman McCaig. 
Goodsir smith also aspired to paint or at least to draw and took 
evening classes with peploe at The College. Both were regular 
visitors to plockton where they stayed at The old Manse with 
Torquil and isobel nicolson. The nicolsons had recently moved 
from Queen street in edinburgh and The old Manse was a 
haven in the Highlands where their literary, artistic and political 
friends would drop by for a ‘blether and a dram’ as before. 

With his full-time position at The College of art he gave up 
his exhibition career beyond his contribution to the summer 
exhibition at the rsa where he became an associate in 1956. 
painting was a true vocation for peploe, but he did not seek 
advancement in the art world, nor did he cast an acquisitive 
eye over the glittering prizes. He had a modesty that bordered 
on diffidence and unless persuaded out he remained a private 
person content with family and studio. He was sensitive to 
comparisons with his own father and signed his pictures denis P 
to avoid any possible confusion. He curated an exhibition of his 
father’s paintings, at the invitation of the scottish Committee 
of the arts Council, which toured in 1953 and which proved the 

denis Peploe, c.1970

skail Wind, Sydney Smith, 1941

denis, Elizabeth and Lucy, c.1959
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last public exhibition until 1985, a period when the Colourists 
were largely ignored. His marriage was truly happy, elizabeth 
the perfect and devoted partner in life. Children, lucy (b.1958) 
and Guy (b.1960) arrived and the family moved to Mclaren 
road on the south side of edinburgh from a flat in Great stuart 
street. Here in leafy suburbia, close to other painters like John 
Houston, elizabeth Blackadder, robin philipson and david 
Michie, peploe had his studio at home and life fell into the 
routine of work and family duties. The children remember a 
loving father, excellent academic guide and expedition leader 
who revelled in the adventure of walking and ‘living off the 
land’, even if an ancient igloo tent, and a caravan parked in the 
garden of the old Manse at plockton was eventually superseded 
by comfortable cottages. Their parents developed an intense 
interest in the study of mycology and the midnight oil was often 
burned when peploe made drawings of the day’s interesting 
finds. 

at College he was remembered for his quiet charisma, 
insightful teaching and ability to articulate complex ideas. 
He was not ambitious within the College but made strong 
friendships with peers and younger colleagues like alan 
Johnston and George Macpherson. His reviews never avoided 
mention of his father but always credited the younger peploe 
as being his own man, and this is true; one could never be 
confused with the other. However they had a very similar 
approach: each picture was a response to a particular subject, 
either intellectual or emotional: responses to the conundrum 
of a still life composition or the demands of a particular day 
in the landscape. stylistic variety – from a rich impasto applied 
with a palette knife for the rugged hillside of Tarscavaig to thin 
glazes to capture a misty vista at ambleside – is always made to 
serve the emotional truth of the subject. in the studio, at home 
in newington from 1959, he would employ a model from time 
to time and at College he used to draw the life Class model 
with the students. His own family provided models also and the 
occasional commission was reluctantly accepted so that figure 
painting and drawing persisted as a significant subject. duty 
to work and family tussled with what McTaggart called ‘the 
good habit’ and conspired to take away some of the bravado 
which any painter needs when faced with a blank canvas so 
that there were difficult periods of relative inactivity. only 
after the children had left home was peploe able to dust down 
his father’s old painting boxes and plan and execute painting 
trips with elizabeth to the lakes, perthshire, islay and argyll. 

denis Peploe at the Scottish Gallery, 1985

denis, Guy and Elizabeth Peploe,  
the Scottish Gallery, 1985
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at the same time Guy’s arrival at The scottish Gallery revived 
an exhibiting career that began with a retrospective in 1984 
to mark the artist’s seventieth birthday. This led to significant 
press coverage including a rare interview published in the 
Scotsman with lorn Macintyre in which the artist explained the 
long gap between exhibitions with typical diffidence: “looking 
back and at the time i was very much aware that these weren’t 
very good shows. i thought i had better wait till i had something 
better… and i might not have a better show now for all i know.” 
The show was a triumph and led to renewed work and a second 
show in January 1988 and then a london show with The 
scottish Gallery in Cork street in 1990. This late flowering was 
a cause of great satisfaction to the family but coincided with 
increasing ill health. peploe suffered from rheumatoid arthritis 
and then succumbed to lung cancer. He remained the same in 
this adversity, content with his contribution as a painter and 
happy in the love of his family and a life well lived. While he 
was intimately exposed to the mainstream of european art he 
remained better defined as an artist who responded directly to 
his subject, en plein air or in the studio. Here the challenge was 
a live model, or the intellectual exercise of reinvigorating the 
still life subject. His work remained free of political or art-world 
references but was at the same time formed by the century of 
modernism, the times of unprecedented turmoil and change to 
which he belonged. His response was to cleave to the idea that 
art was important, even redemptive and that it could somehow 
describe a better, or more vital place.

GUY peploe

denis Peploe c.1990,  
photograph by Carol Gordon
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1 Still Life with Fish, c.1938
oil on board, 37 x 44.5 cms 
signed lower left

peploe studied with andré lhote in paris and the pervasive 
influence of the school of paris is apparent in this still life, a rare 
survivor from before the War.

denis Peploe, diploma Exhibition, Edinburgh College of Art, 1936.
Photograph by Wilhelmina Barns-Graham. the portrait at the 
bottom right is a painting of Barns-Graham by denis Peploe.
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2 Melon, Pears and White Jug, c.1946
oil on canvas, 63.5 x 76 cms 
signed lower left

exhibited
Memorial Exhibition, The scottish Gallery, edinburgh, 1995, cat. no. 57
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3 Still Life with Buddha, c.1947
oil on canvas, 61 x 46 cms
signed lower right

The marble Buddha was also painted by sJ peploe and the tonal 
construction is also strongly reminiscent of the later still lifes 
painted by his father.
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4 Cyprus Still Life, c.1951
oil on canvas, 61 x 45.5 cms 
signed lower right, inscribed with title on label verso
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5 Still Life with three Jugs, 1951
oil on canvas, 51 x 61 cms
signed lower right

exhibited
The scottish Gallery, edinburgh, 2010, cat. no. 26
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6 A Still Life of Roses, c.1953
oil on canvas, 44 x 60 cms
signed lower right
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7 Birds and Flowers, 1964
oil on canvas, 63 x 76 cms 
signed lower left

exhibited
Paintings from the Artist’s Studio, The scottish Gallery, edinburgh, 1984, cat. no. 21

The pictorial device of an entirely flattened picture plane in 
which landscape and still life elements float is a favourite 
motif in the 1960s.
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8 two Crabs, 1965
oil on canvas, 91.5 x 101.5 cms
signed lower left, title inscribed on label verso

exhibited
Paintings from the Artist’s Studio, The scottish Gallery, edinburgh, 1984, cat. no. 4
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9 Roses, Striped Cloth, c.1972
oil on canvas, 63.5 x 63.5 cms 
signed lower middle left
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10 Still Life with Fruit, White Roses and Sweet Peas, c.1975
oil on canvas, 71 x 91 cms
signed lower left

This is one of a few monumental still life compositions painted 
with a creamy impasto and brilliant palette in the mid seventies. 
The vase containing the sweet peas is by Jessie M. King.
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11 Still Life & Mountains, c.1977
oil on canvas, 51 x 61 cms 
signed lower right
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12 Roses, c.1979
oil on canvas, 63.5 x 76 cms
signed lower right
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13 Still Life with African Figure & Portrait, c.1982
oil on canvas, 50.5 x 40.5 cms 
signed lower right

The tulips and blue jug are a conscious tribute to his father 
and the picture is sJ peploe’s 1911 portrait of his wife Margaret, 
illustrated above.

sJ peploe, Mrs Peploe, c.1911, oil on board,  
35.5 x 27.3 cms. private collection, edinburgh. 
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14 Still Life with Bananas, c.1985
oil on canvas, 60.5 x 71 cms
signed lower right
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15 Cyclamen, c.1986
oil on board, 61 x 51 cms
signed lower right

exhibited
Summer Exhibition, royal scottish academy, edinburgh, 1983, cat. no. 227
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16 tulips and Chrysanthemums, c.1988
oil on canvas, 50 x 41 cms
signed lower right

exhibited
Memorial Exhibition, The scottish Gallery, edinburgh, 1995, cat. no. 16
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17 Sleeping Girl, c.1954
oil on canvas, 63.5 x 76 cms 
signed lower left
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18 Self Portrait, c.1955
oil on canvas, 61 x 46 cms
signed lower right
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19 daphne Wood, c.1955
oil on canvas, 76 x 63 cms
signed lower left
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20 Seated Woman (Elizabeth Peploe), c.1958
sanguine, 34.3 x 22.6 cms
signed with initials lower left
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21 Baby Crawling, (Lucy), c.1959
charcoal, 14.75 x 21 cms
signed with initials lower left
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22 Baby Sleeping, (Guy), c.1960
sanguine, 22.75 x 15.5 cms
signed with initials lower left
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23 Lucy Peploe, c.1960
plaster cast sculpture, 24 cms

Lucy and Guy, c.1967
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24 Zoe, c.1965
oil on canvas, 61 x 51 cms
signed lower right

Zoe Belof was a school friend of lucy and is now a new York based 
performance artist.
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25 nude Standing, c.1968 
conté, 34.5 x 24.5 cms
signed lower right, inscribed with title on label verso

sydney Goodsir smith selected some drawings to illustrate a piece in the 
Connoisseur published in 1964; he wrote: 

“When i went to his studio in edinburgh to choose the drawings he 
showed me a pile of sketchbooks at least a couple of feet high which 
contained the products of the last year or so. The drawings are mostly done 
very quickly in the ten minutes he has to himself while posing the model 
before the life class assembles. However dashed off or slight they may be, 
his drawings have a strong sense of sculptural mass and poise: though the 
creatures are solid they are light on their feet; they have airiness as well as 
density. peploe does a certain amount of modelling in clay, chiefly portrait 
busts and some of his friends, myself included, would like him to do more. 
They are fine masculine works that combine character, strength and 
elegance. His largest and most important work in sculpture is a Mother 
and Child (p.122) commissioned for a Maternity Hospital in lanark, and 
a smaller copy of this large bronze is in the london Headquarters of the 
British Midwives association. in his sculpture one finds the same qualities 
of mass and grace that are evident in his drawings – though it must be 
explained that these drawings are not working drawings in any sense 
but done simply for pleasure. While looking through his sketchbooks he 
remarked thoughtfully, ‘You know, i think i could be quite happy doing 
nothing else but drawing from the model for the rest of my life.’ it is 
strange that with this strong preference peploe very seldom introduces 
figures into his painting. His landscapes are quite unpopulated: and 
although he has painted a number of single nudes throughout his career, 
some very beautiful indeed, occasionally of an almost Chinese delicacy 
and restraint, this category makes up only a small proportion of his whole 
output. Though not executed for any particular purpose, i think it will 
be agreed that these drawings are works of art in themselves, composed 
pictures in their own right with a classical and unstudied repose – as we 
find in so many masters of rapid sketches such as John, or picasso. When 
all is said and done it still remains true, as the old masters believed, that the 
drawing of the human figure is the supreme test of the artist’s sensibility 
and skill. denis peploe believes this and to him the old challenge in all its 
inexhaustible variety is a constant one.”
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26 Sydney Goodsir Smith, c.1970
plaster cast sculpture, 32 cms

For denis peploe by Sydney Goodsir Smith,  
published in skail Wind, Chalmers Press, Edinburgh, 1941
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27 Seated Girl, c.1975
conté, 34 x 24 cms
signed with initials lower right
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28 Seated nude, c.1975
pen and ink, 34 x 24 cms
signed lower right

exhibited
Paintings from the Artist’s Studio, The scottish Gallery, edinburgh, 1984, ex cat.

provenance
private collection, surrey

denis Peploe, Exhibition of drawings, Edinburgh College of Art, c.1938
Photograph by Wilhelmina Barns-Graham.
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29 Boat Yard, douarnenez, 1947
oil on canvas, 46 x 61 cms
signed lower right

exhibited
Arts Council Exhibition, 1981, cat. no. 27; The scottish Gallery, edinburgh, 2010, cat. no. 1
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30 Sailing Boats, Plockton, 1948
oil on board, 25.5 x 35.5 cms
signed lower right

peploe painted the village of plockton many times often including 
the sailings boats. From his base in The old Manse he sought out 
some remote subjects in upper loch Carron and applecross.

denis Peploe with torquil nicolson aboard The rodney, Plockton, c.1954
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31 Strome narrows, Wester Ross, c.1948
oil on board, 27 x 35 cms
signed lower right

provenance
Brem dow; private Collection, edinburgh
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32 Loch Carron, Wester Ross, c.1948
oil on board, 27 x 35 cms
signed lower right

provenance
Brem dow; private Collection, edinburgh
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33 Watendlath, c.1949
oil on board, 33 x 41 cms 
signed lower left, titled verso

Watendlath is a hamlet farm in the heart of Cumbria to where 
peploe was to return to paint in the eighties.
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34 Rain Clouds over Skye, c.1950
oil on canvas, 45 x 60 cms
signed lower right

provenance
The scottish Gallery, edinburgh, 1961; The collection of Mr. a. K. elliot, edinburgh
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35 Cypriot Landscape with donkey, 1951
oil on canvas, 51 x 61 cms
signed lower right

exhibited
The scottish Gallery, edinburgh, 2010, cat. no. 25
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36 Back Street, Spain, c.1955
oil on canvas, 61 x 46 cms
signed lower left, inscribed with title on label verso

exhibited
Paintings from the Artist’s Studio, The scottish Gallery, edinburgh, 1984, cat. no. 48

Street in Spain, c.1955
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37 old town, Spain, c.1955
oil on canvas, 63.5 x 76 cms 
signed lower left

exhibited
Paintings from the Artist’s Studio, The scottish Gallery, edinburgh, 1984, cat. no. 30

The rudimentary, primitive buildings he found in the villages 
of southern spain on the visit he made to peniscola in 1955 gave 
subjects for many paintings. He loved the harsh, mineral landscape, 
hard outlines and soft colouration of the village houses. This was 
still the spain of George Borrow’s Bible in Spain, which he had read 
before his first visits in the mid-thirties, little changed since the 
middle-ages.
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38 two Gazebos, c.1956 
oil on canvas board, 46 x 61 cms 
signed lower right, inscribed with title and artist’s name verso 

exhibited
The scottish Gallery, edinburgh
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39 Cuenca, 1957
oil on canvas, 51 x 61 cms 
signed lower right
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40 Landscape near Cuenca, 1957
oil on canvas, 51 x 61 cms 
signed lower right

He was back in spain in 1957 on a ‘painting honeymoon’ with his 
young wife elizabeth, visiting Valencia and then north to Cuenca, 
now a Unesco World Heritage site, but always famous for its 
dramatic site over a deep gorge and well preserved medieval city. 
His planar analysis of the subject, rich, earthy palette and close 
tones are the same tools and preferences he has used in the west 
Highlands of scotland. Here his rigorous analysis is close to cubist 
ideas but well tempered with the same lyricism we saw in the later 
landscapes of his father.
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41 Spanish town on the Beach, c.1957
oil on canvas, 61 x 51 cms
signed lower middle

exhibited
denis Peploe, oil Paintings, The scottish Gallery, edinburgh, 1988, cat. no. 19

denis Peploe painting near San Felieu,  
Spain c.1955
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42 Sutherland Landscape, c.1960
oil on canvas, 51 x 61 cms 
signed lower right

sydney Goodsir smith wrote in an affectionate pen-portrait in the 
early sixties:

“around us in his studio and in great racks along one wall are his 
idiosyncratic, tumultuous, atmospheric, what i should like to call 
orchestral-atmospheric highland landscapes, latterly becoming 
more and more abstracted, more volcanic-static, without ever 
losing the feel, even smell of place.”
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43 Plockton, c.1965
oil on canvas, 63.5 x 76 cms
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44 Highland Landscape, c.1969
oil on canvas, 50.5 x 60.5 cms 
signed lower left
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45 Lochside, c.1972
oil on board, 27 x 35 cms 
signed lower right
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46 near Lochinver, c.1972
oil on canvas, 64 x 76.5 cms
signed lower right
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47 Portobello Power Station, c.1972
oil on canvas, 61 x 51 cms
signed lower right

exhibited
The scottish Gallery, edinburgh, 2010, cat. no. 19
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48 Elgol, c.1977
oil on canvas, 76 x 101.5 cms
signed lower right

exhibited
Memorial Exhibition, The scottish Gallery, edinburgh, 1995, cat. no. 6
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49 Lochside Landscape, c.1983 
oil on board, 33 x 41 cms 
signed lower left

denis peploe was reluctant to give the location of a painting in the 
title but if pressed might give a six figure map reference for the 
spot he had stood on. This grand and expansive landscape must be 
identifiable and we would be pleased to know where it is.
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50 tower House, c.1985
oil on board, 22 x 26.5 cms 
signed lower right
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51 Skiddaw, c.1985
oil on board, 61 x 51 cms 
signed lower middle right
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52 trees near dunkeld, c.1988 
oil on board, 27 x 35 cms 
signed lower left
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53 Grey day, Loch Carron, c.1988
oil on canvas, 33 x 40 cms
signed lower left
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54 Ferry, c.1989 
oil on board, 27 x 35 cms 
signed lower left
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dEniS PEPLoE, RSA (1914-1993)

1914 Born in edinburgh
1931-35  studied at edinburgh College of art
1936  studied at atelier andré lhote, paris
 Travelling scholarship to Balkans, Greece and italy
1937-38  Moray House Teaching diploma
1937 Member of the society of scottish artists
1939 andrew Grant Fellowship involving sculpture and mural 

commissions, london and edinburgh
1940-46 War service including service in italy and north africa
1948-50  art Master, Fettes College, edinburgh
1956  elected associate of The royal scottish academy
1966 elected Member of the royal scottish academy
1953-79 lecturer in drawing and paintings at edinburgh College of art

Solo Exhibitions
1947, 48
1951, 54
1984, 88  The scottish Gallery, edinburgh
1952  Hazlitt Gallery, london
1953  The annan Gallery, Glasgow
1990  The scottish Gallery, london
1995  Memorial Exhibition, The scottish Gallery, edinburgh
2006  En Plein Air, The scottish Gallery, edinburgh
2010  The scottish Gallery, edinburgh
2014  Centenary Exhibition, The scottish Gallery, edinburgh
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Selected Group Exhibitions
1969  Scottish Paintings from the Collection of dr. R.A. Lillie,  

scottish arts Council Touring exhibition
1976  rsa 150th anniversary exhibition
1986  the Modern Spirit in Scottish Painting ii, The scottish Gallery, 

edinburgh
1989  An Exhibtion of 20th Century Scottish Paintings,  

The scottish Gallery, london
1991  ssa Centenary exhibition
1992  150th exhibition, The scottish Gallery, edinburgh
 regular exhibitor at the rsa (44 times between 1938 and 1985) 

and ssa annual exhibitions

Public Collections
City art Centre, edinburgh
Glasgow art Gallery
Hunterian art Gallery, Glasgow
Kirkcaldy art Gallery
Mclean Museum and art Gallery, Greenock
perth art Gallery
The Fleming Collection, london
royal scottish academy, edinburgh
scottish national orchestra
scottish national portrait Gallery, edinburgh
strathclyde regional Council
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Sam, denis and Margaret at iona, c.1925 the Revels, 1936, tony Castello, Pip Pope,  
denis Peploe, Lennie

Paracelsus Mural, 1939 Paracelsus Mural in Men’s Common Room,  
Heriot Watt College, 1939

denis Peploe and Sydney Goodsir Smith, Plockton, c.1950

Mother and Child, 1954



12 3

Edinburgh College of Art, c.1974. Photograph includes ( from left to right): Shard Hutchison, Leon Morrocco,  
John Houston, Eric Schilsky, denis Peploe, Robin Philipson, derek Clarke, William Gillies, James Cumming,  
di Evans, John Busby, Bob Calendar
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Right: denis Peploe c.1990, photograph by Carol Gordon
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